BEVELING AUXILIARY BASE

Transforms any polisher or grinder into a precision straight and beveled edge polishing tool!

Beveled Edge

Many customers who polish straight and beveled edges have been waiting for the replacement of the Alpha® EdgeCrafter that was discontinued years ago. Introducing, the Beveling Auxiliary Base that turns any polisher or variable-speed grinder into a precision straight and beveled edge polishing tool. Whether the edges are being prepared for a seamless countertop installation, or to give a “fancy” Hollywood Bevel as the edge treatment, the Beveling Auxiliary Base will provide a secure polishing angle (between 15° to 90°). The installation and dismantling is quick and easy so the same tool can be used for many other applications.

SPECIFICATIONS:
- Beveling Angle: 15~45°
- Beveling Depth: 3/8" (10mm Max)
- Straight Angle: 90°
- Max Pad Size: 4" (10mm)
- Spindle: 5/8"-11
- Weight: 3.57lbs (1.62kgs)

EQUIPMENT INCLUDED:
- Universal Adapter Assembly
- Clamping Base for 15~45°
- Screws
- Clamping Base for 90°
- Water Hose
- Water Valve
- Water Hose Assembly (3M)
- Hex. Wrench (5mm)
- Spanner

Straight Edge

Turboshine System

Many customers who polish straight and beveled edges have been waiting for the replacement of the Alpha® EdgeCrafter that was discontinued years ago. Introducing, the Beveling Auxiliary Base that turns any polisher or variable-speed grinder into a precision straight and beveled edge polishing tool. Whether the edges are being prepared for a seamless countertop installation, or to give a “fancy” Hollywood Bevel as the edge treatment, the Beveling Auxiliary Base will provide a secure polishing angle (between 15° to 90°). The installation and dismantling is quick and easy so the same tool can be used for many other applications.

SPECIFICATIONS:
- Beveling Angle: 15~45°
- Beveling Depth: 3/8" (10mm Max)
- Straight Angle: 90°
- Max Pad Size: 4" (10mm)
- Spindle: 5/8"-11
- Weight: 3.57lbs (1.62kgs)

EQUIPMENT INCLUDED:
- Universal Adapter Assembly
- Clamping Base for 15~45°
- Screws
- Clamping Base for 90°
- Water Hose
- Water Valve
- Water Hose Assembly (3M)
- Hex. Wrench (5mm)
- Spanner
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